Luddite legacy

There has been a tendency to use the term
‘luddite’ as an insult, to describe someone who
shuns new technology. This misconception may
be corrected by the recent interest in promoting
research into the history of the working class and
the Labour movement, for instance People’s Histreh,
Nottingham’s radical history group.
In the 1940s the local Communist Party saw themselves as
part of a proud tradition which they traced back to Robin
Hood and the Luddites, stating in a 1949 flyer: “The policy
of the Communist Party is the continuation and completion
of the fight for all the things the men of Sherwood Forest,
the Luddites, the Chartists, the early pioneers of the Labour
Movement fought for”. The East Midlands District of the Party
held alternative celebrations for Nottingham’s Quincentenary,
staging a procession of the “people’s heroes of the past” with
comrades dressed as Luddites.
Nottingham’s Sparrows’ Nest Library and Archive has several
examples of how the Luddites have inspired anarchists and
environmental activists in more recent years. The 1997 issue of
Do or die – voices from the ecological resistance, uses them
as a call to action: “Their rebellion against enslavement should
inspire us all to more acts of sabotage. What are you going to
trash today?”.
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The Luddites continue to be a powerful source of inspiration for artists.
Nottingham writer Stephen Lowe (President of Nottingham UNESCO
City of Literature), wrote the musical Paradise, “A dramatic musical on
the historical battle of the Luddites, led by the legendary Ned Ludd”.

“If men walked abroad in their undies ”
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